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The beauty of daylight
Daylight has a quality that we respond to emotionally.
It is the light under which we first evolved.
Colors read true, finishes reveal their texture, and an
uplifting quality pervades any room bathed in daylight.
As we become more conscious of our footprint on this
planet, we realize that making the most of daylight in our
homes simply makes sense. Utilizing daylight reduces
our need for electric light, and saves energy.
Lutron® shading systems provide precision control of
daylight – all at the touch of a button. Sivoia® QS Wireless
is the latest innovation from Lutron — a wireless shading
system that is beautiful, scalable, and reliable.
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Sivoia QS Wireless | beautiful shades
®

Lutron shades
®

Lutron shades blend sophisticated style with elegant
transitions of daylight.
Shade fabric
Select from an extensive palette of shade fabrics to find
the perfect complement to your room’s décor that also
offers superior performance for controlling daylight.
Shade performance
Precision alignment of Lutron shades mirrors the clean lines
and attention to detail that are the essence of good design.
Ultra-quiet operation ensures serenity.
Lutron® shading systems control daylight beautifully — all at
the touch of a button.
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Sivoia QS Wireless | beautiful control
®

Sivoia QS Wireless shade

Tabletop

The Pico control
TM

	The latest small, powerful, customizable
innovation from Lutron®
	The new Pico control has a slim, sleek design
and intuitive functionality that makes it
attractive on every level.
Simple is beautiful.

	No wires — take control anywhere.
	The Pico can function as a stylish tabletop
control on a pedestal, a lightweight handheld
remote, or it can be wall-mounted within a
Lutron Claro® faceplate to mimic a traditional
keypad, but without wires.

Handheld

	Create a customized, simple solution that
is ideal for your application.

Wall-mount
PicoTM wireless shade control
(actual size)
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Sivoia QS Wireless | beautiful control
®

Custom bases for Pico

TM

Customize your Pico tabletop control with contrasting
color bases. Make a Pico your own with your favorite
metal finish or a splash of color.
Designer gloss finishes
White/Gray
(WH/GR)

White
(WH)

White

The PicoTM wireless control is available in a
variety of colors to coordinate with any décor.
Note: The “Favorite” button is silver on
White/Gray Pico only. All other offerings have
uniform button colors.

Black

Metal finishes*

Ivory
(IV)

Light Almond
(LA)

Almond
(AL)

Black
(BL)

Satin Brass

Bright Brass

Bright
Chrome

Clear
Anodized
Aluminum

Black
Anodized
Aluminum

Brass
Anodized
Aluminum

Antique
Brass

Antique
Bronze

Satin
Chrome

Satin Nickel

Bright Nickel

Gold

Blue
Anodized
Aluminum

* Available summer 2009
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Sivoia QS Wireless | scalable system
®

Sivoia QS Wireless is
a scalable shading system.
®

At the simplest level, control shades in a single room.
Conveniently raise and lower shades for the right
light in a space, and to reveal the view.
For the ultimate in convenience and to fully realize the
power of a precision controlled shading system, control all
the shades in your home from a centralized location.

Single room
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Whole home

Scene control keypad
(not actual size)
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Sivoia QS Wireless | single room control
®

Single room
Transform a space simply with Sivoia® QS Wireless
shading systems. The PicoTM wireless control gives you
the power to adapt a space to your needs at the touch
of a button.

Dual Pico
controls two
groups of shades
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Lutron shades | benefits throughout your home
®

Benefits of shading
throughout your home
With the myriad benefits of shading throughout the home,
whole home control makes sense and allows you to take
shading to the next level.

Conveniently adjust shades from a bedside
control - lower blackout shades to ensure
a good night’s rest

Reduce solar heat gain and lower cooling costs
Preserve the view with sheer shades

Centralized control
Beyond convenience, centralized control can afford
shade control strategies customized to your lifestyle.
Shading “scenes” give you the ability to simultaneously
move shades in different rooms throughout the home to
accommodate your needs. Choose scene settings such
as “Away” or “Morning” to simplify your daily routine.
Utilize your shading system to save additional energy
beyond routine use of shades. “Winter warm” opens the
shades, taking advantage of sunlight warming a southern
façade. “Summer cool” does the opposite by lowering
shades and blocking solar heat gain, thereby reducing
your cooling costs.

Manage daylight to enhance your
multimedia experience
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Eliminate glare to increase comfort
and productivity
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Sivoia QS Wireless | centralized control
®

Morning scene:
Welcome the day and
create pleasant light for
your morning routine.
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Away scene:
Create an orderly façade at
the front of your home. Close
all other shades for security.
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Sivoia QS Wireless | centralized control
®

Summer Cool scene:
Block the sun on a southern façade
and save on cooling costs.
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Winter Warm scene:
Harness daylight to warm your home. Close
other shades to create an insulating thermal
blanket and save on heating costs.
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Sivoia QS Wireless | reliable
®

Reliable
If it has to work, it has to be Lutron®.
	Architects and designers worldwide turn to Lutron for
their most prestigious projects.
	The Lutron name has become synonymous with
quality and performance. Lutron holds over 250 patents
and manufactures more than 15,000 products. For over
45 years, Lutron has exceeded the highest standard
of quality and service. Every one of our products is
quality-tested before it leaves the factory to ensure
the highest level of reliability.

Premiere residences worldwide, including the White House, feature Lutron® controls.
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Lutron RF technology | reliable
®

Lutron Radio Frequency technology

Sivoia QS Wireless product line
®

Sivoia QS Wireless control components

Sivoia QS Wireless shading systems

The versatility of Sivoia QS Wireless lets you
customize control to best suit your lifestyle.

The breadth of Lutron® wireless
shading solutions guarantees an
appropriate shading application for
every room in your home.

Choose a PicoTM control — supplement with
scene control keypads. Hidden devices such as
the main repeater or A/V interface expand the
system for multi-room control and touch-screen
control of your wireless shades.

Select shading systems that reflect
your personal taste and best suit your
home’s décor.

	
	Lutron utilizes its own Radio Frequency (RF) technology, designed
to be the most reliable in the industry. It accomplishes this in a
number of ways:
	Low power frequencies – less interference from other devices and
penetrates construction material more easily for improved function

•

	Repeaters – RF coverage is not shared with other network traffic
- performance is unaffected by location of source
or destination device
- scales to larger system without risk of performance degradation

Pico control
Handheld, single or dual tabletop, wall-mount

Roller shades

•

	Unique codes per household means co-located systems will
not cross-talk

Open

Morning

Preset 1

Away

Preset 2

Summer

Preset 3

Winter

Close

Close

•

	Performs “Group Commands” instantaneously due to distributed
intelligence preprogrammed into systems devices

•

	More than a decade of RF production, sales, and installation; more
than 1 million products sold

Single room
keypad

Scene control keypad
(Available Summer 2009)

Drapery track systems

•

RF Signal
Communication
RF

Wired

Setup
Test

Add

Main repeater and auxiliary repeaters
(Available Summer 2009)

Skylight shades

RF Signal
Communication
RF

Wired

Setup
Test

Add

A/V Interface
Connects to third party touch screens
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Lutron® has been the world’s leading manufacturer of lighting controls and systems for more
than 45 years. With the addition of shading solutions, Lutron has opened up a new world of
possibilities by seamlessly integrating electric and daylight control with a focus on innovation,
world-class engineering, and customer service. Lutron blends technology with design and
environmental sensitivity to provide the ideal solution for total light control.

www.lutron.com/wireless_shades
Lutron Electronics Co., Inc.
7200 Suter Road
Coopersburg, PA 18036-1299
World Headquarters +1.610.282.3800
Technical Support Center 1.800.523.9466
Customer Service/Quotes 1.800.446.1503
Email: shadinginfo@lutron.com
© 03/2009 Lutron Electronics Co., Inc.
P/N 367-1608

